Digital Product Comparison

File Format
Software/App
Best for

eBook is a digital county
plat book that is ideal for
sharing in an office and
printing individual pages.

Perfect for the plat map
user who wants to see
who owns the land they
are currently located on.

Enhanced performance
for anyone who wants
to use our plat maps in
Google Earth®.

Cropped township images
for anyone who needs to
insert maps into a report
or marketing material.

This geo-referenced tif can
be imported into your GIS
software as an economical
parcel data alternative.

Have complete control of
the county plat map layers
when you import the file
into your GIS.

The most up-to-date parcel polygon data that contains Parcel IDs, Addresses,
and Owner Names•.
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Adobe Acrobat Reader

Avenza Maps app

Google Earth

Graphics software

GIS software

GIS software

GIS software

Everyday user

Everyday user

Everyday user

Everyday user

GIS user

GIS user

GIS user

Can access via app

Can access via app

Lifetime Site License

Lifetime Site License

Lifetime Site License

One-year license

One-year license

One-year license

Standard License

$70

$85

$150

$175

$400

$500

*Call for pricing
and availability

.dwg or .dxf .shp or .kml

Georeferenced
Includes Aerials
Town & Range
License
Devices

Historical map features such as cemeteries, schools, and churches may vary depending on the county, acreage of individual parcels, or date of publication. Parcel
and owner information in our maps is only shown for rural areas. Areas within cities and villages may show some larger parcel tracts, but small parcel tracts are not
shown. Some editions show regional features such as park or trail maps and other notable points of interest. Most eBooks published after 2009 have facing-page
aerials. All eBooks published since 2017 include 3D aerials. Please contact us if you are interested in aerial map availability for a specific eBook edition. MobilePlat™
and GeoPlat™ do not include aerials within the files, but you can access aerial imagery through the recommended apps (Avenza Maps app and Google Earth).

